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Breville je98xl vs 800jexl

Both Breville Plus JE98XL and Breville Elite 800JEXL come from a reputable brand known for producing quality kitchen equipment. The two squeezers, although almost identical, have some differences that set them apart. In its introduction to the market, Fountain Plus was a success and thus the



manufacturer built its success by introducing an improved version, the Fountain Elite. Consider the close association between the two squeezers, making a choice between them can be a difficult task for a buyer. This article closely analyzes the two products and draws their similarities and differences to
help users understand what their needs are best. Breville Plus JE98XL Juice Source Vs Breville Juice Fountain Elite 800JEXLDimensions Overview: 13.2 x 16.5 x 18.2 InchesSSpeed: 12,000 RPM or 6.5 0 0 RPMDimensions: 17 x 11 x 20 InchesSPeed: 13,000 RPM or 6,500 RPMComparison VideoType
juicers JuicerBoth rely on centrifugal strength to extract fruit juice. The juicers cut fruits and vegetables with a flat cutting blade and then simultaneously rotate the product at high speeds to separate the juice from the pulp. Also, because of this common feature, both juicers are ideal for making high
amounts of juice, but only if it is to be consumed on the same day. The high speeds associated with centrifugal force cause machines to operate faster, but again allow oxidation to occur and therefore juices cannot be stored for long. Innovations The Breville Plus and Breville Elite have an extra-wide 3-
inch circular power stop that can easily accommodate large pieces of fruit. This feature minimizes preparation time in both squeezers as there is no need to cut ingredients into very small pieces. To ensure efficiency, the juicers come with double knife blade set centered with stabilizer knife to cut the
ingredients before they are juices. This means that it is not necessary to cut their ingredients as long as they can fit through the feeding parade, as the double knife set will take on this task instead. When it comes to cleaning, the effort required to clean any of the squeezers is somehow the same, although
users say that the materials used in construction make the Elite version much easier to clean. Both sprees come with a cleaning brush and all parts except the Nutri/Disco mesh filter basket and food pusher can be easily cleaned on the top shelf of the dishwasher. In addition, both squeezers have dual,
high and low speed configurations for hard and soft ingredients. The high speed is ideal for dense and resistant ingredients, while the speed is recommended for softer ingredients. Security features To ensure user safety and product longevity, Breville uses the same security features in both Fountain Plus
and Fountain Elite Juicers. Both squeemosts have the wrap power cord in position at the bottom of the units to reduce reduce Footprint. This feature also makes storage for both squeezers. To avoid mess is a safety locking arm on both sequesters that ensures that the machines do not operate when the
lid is not locked in place. All plastic parts in both spremedores are BPA-free to ensure good health. Finally, there is an overload protection feature on the squeezers that prevents overheating. The feature automatically shuts down the machines when there appears to be an overload. DifferencesMotor
PowerAlo, while both squeezers are classified as heavy machinery, the Breville Elite comes with a more powerful engine compared to the Breville Plus. Fountain Elite has a 1000watt engine that gives you the power to tackle different types of ingredients. The 1000watt engine makes it capable of running
at a low speed of 6,500rpm and high speeds of up to 13,000rpm. The Plus source, on the other hand, has an 850 watt engine with low speeds of 6,500rpm and high speeds of 12.00rpm. However, even with the difference in motor power, the two juicers tend to handle most fruits in a similar way.
Construction Materials The biggest difference between the two juicy machines is the materials used in construction. Breville Plus being the first squeezer to be made featured a heavy grade polymer body with stainless steel micromesh filter and stainless steel cutting disc. However, to create a heavy
squeezer that has changed in the Fountain Elite squeezer. Fountain Elite features heavy grade cast metal body, titanium and stainless steel cutting discs, as well as engineering grade polymers. Design and StyleThe design and style of both squeezers do not vary much, but the different materials give
them different appeals. While the Fountain Plus looks strong and reliable, stainless steel gives fountain elite a bold and elegant look. When you compared the juice jug, you notice that Fountain Plus has an advantage over the improved version. It has a clipped space that allows you to fit perfectly into any
container of choice under the nozzle. Fountain Elite, on the other hand, can only accommodate the supplied jug as it does not have the cutting space. Another small difference observed is that the Fountain Plus pulp container can only accommodate 2.5 liters of pulp, while the Elite version can hold up to 3
liters. This means that when preparing large amounts of juice the cellulose container Plus version may require to be emptied more often compared to the Elite version. Final ThoughtsWhen the budget is a matter of concern, but you still want a powerful squeezer with great performance, then Fountain Plus
makes a great purchase. It is ideal for occasional users and is able to meet the juicing needs of a large family. However, when what you're after is a work horse to fulfill large-scale juice preparation, the Elite version is your best choice. The squeezer can be used for commercial applications thanks to its
choice of materials that make it strong and durable. The powerful motor ensures excellent results and the larger pulp container minimizes interference during juice preparation. Overall, both juicers produce satisfactory juice yields and juice quality in very short periods. With the wide feeding parades, you
don't need to spend a lot of time preparing the ingredients, but you simply put them in the juicer and in a matter of time, you'll be enjoying your favorite, healthy juice and great freshly made flavor. Buy Breville Juice Fountain plus JE98XL from Amazon! Buy Breville Juice Fountain Elite 800JEXL from
Amazon! The Breville BJE820XL vs 800JEXL below is our side by side of these 2 juice machines. You'll find big differences in engine, speed and disc controls. You decide the best squeezer for your needs. Breville BJE820XL Juicer Dual Disc Juice and Breville Puree 800JEXL Juicer Juicer Type
Centrifugal Centrifugal Finish Die-Cast Metal Die-Cast Metal Retail Price: $499.00 Find THE BEST Retail Price: $399.00 00 Find the best price specifications 5 variable speeds 6,500 RPM 8,100 RPM 9,700 RPM 11,300 RPM 13,000 RPM Use slower speed for softer foods and higher speed for hard food
1200 Watts Nutri Disc - Reinforced Titanium Disc Puree Cutting Blades - Stainless steel and soft fruit insert for maximum yield of soft fruits and vegetables 2 Variable speeds 6,500 or 13,000 RPM Use slower speed for softer foods and higher food speed hard 1000 Watts Nutri Disc - Titanium reinforced
cutting blades Features Vertical Footprint Direct Central Feed System 1.1 Quart Juice Jug w/Froth separator Cord Safety Locking Arm Heat Overload Protection Materials in contact with food are BPA-free 3 wide feed kick 5 speed control Pulp Container w/Integrated Handle - 3.2 Qt. Speed feedback lights
backlit Vertical Footprint Direct Central Power System 1.1 Quart Juice Jug w/Froth safety cable storage separator Lock heat overload arm Food contact materials are bpa-free 3 wide feed kick 2 speed control Pulp Container - 3.2 Qt. Warranty 1 Year Limited 1 Year Limited Price Retail: $499.00 Find THE
BEST Retail Price: $399.00 Find THE BEST Price Omega J8006 vs 8008 Bre ville JE98XL vs 800JEXL Omega J8006 vs Breville 800 JEXL Omega VRT350 vs Breville BJS600XL Breville BCI600XL vs Cuisinart ICE-100 Breville BJE820XL VS Breville 800JEXL Deciding on how to get a squeezer is an
easy decision to make, but choosing a particular squeezer – not so much. However, many people recommend the Breville 800JEXL Juice Fountain Elite, so let's take a closer look to see if it's the right juicer for Needs. =======&gt;&gt; In a race? Click here to see the current price of a Breville 800JEXL
Juicer on Amazon or you can use the table of contents below to easily navigate to your most urgent question. What it is is About the Breville 800JEXL Juicer? Here are the main features of the Breville 800JEXL squeezer: It's made in Australia, so people who are cautious with kitchen appliances made in
China don't have to worry at all. It also comes with a 1 year limited warranty. Its cellulose container is too large at 3.2 liters. The juice jug that is included in the package is 1.1 liter (1 liter). The jug has a foam protector so that the foam does not enter its juice. There are only 2 settings so you don't have to
get confused about which settings to use. The slow configuration of 6500 rpm gives you much of the softest foods. The high setting of 13000 rpm can make a short job of more difficult products like apples, beets and carrots. It is a very well built machine, with heavy-duty casting metal construction, along
with stainless steel parts to replace traditionally plastic parts. Even the cutting disc is not simple stainless steel. It is also reinforced with titanium. The feeding tube offers a very large opening with 3.3 inches wide, so it is not necessary for you to first cut fruits and vegetables so you can fit them in Now you
may be tempted to use your hand to push the product down the fort, but you have to avoid this. Just use the food pusher, because that's the reason why it's part of the purchase. The cutting disc is reinforced with titanium, which promises 30% more juice and 40% more vitamins and minerals. It comes with
a safety locking mechanism that prevents the unit from operating when you overload it with too much product. This also protects the engine from overstressing. Is the Breville 800JEXL a chewer? No, it's not a chewer squeezer. But it is easy to confuse it with one, since it is expensive as chewing juicers
and is also very efficient in producing large amounts of juice. However, it is a centrifugal squeezer. It offers much faster results because the speed setting can reach 13000 rpm. In chewing squeezers (sometimes called cold press), the speed can only reach 80rpm of leisure. The 800JEXL has a very
powerful engine to achieve these speeds, so its operating noise output is much higher. What do breville 800JEXL reviews say? Most of the reviews for the Breville 800JEXL are pretty positive, to say the least. Many of them are updated reviews—they were first written a few years ago, and the original
reviewers have since added their recent observations. And most of the time, the typicalupdated breville 800JEXL review attests that the 800JEXL is a very durable machine, despite its 1-year limited warranty. I think there's something to be said for Australian manufacturing! This is a important to consider
because a squeezer needs each piece to function properly, and these parts are constantly stressed whenever you use the device. It's amazing how the 800JEXL can withstand constant pressure. In addition, durability decreases impact of the initial cost. If you can rely on it to work well for at least 3 years,
then the costs per year are actually very reasonable. And you're also spared having to replace your squeezer every year. Some reviews also mention that it looks fantastic. Although it's a bit bulky for some with dimensions of 9 (D) X 16 (H) X 16.5 (W) there are a lot of larger squeezers out there. And it's
also a bit heavy too, so it's not as portable as you might like. But it looks great, so much so that you can just leave it on your countertop and it will certainly stand out. Many customers have commented on how easy it is to use the 800JEXL. There's not much to find out about the settings, since there are
only two of them. The wide feed opening considerably reduces preparation time and effort. And the super effective cutting disc can handle anything you put on, although it may not be the best juicer for leafy products like wheat grass, kale and celery. The large containers for pulp and juice also allow you
to juice a lot at once without having to keep exchanging containers. The juice you receive is also quite free of the pulp. Finally, the safety mechanisms and automatic shutdown of the engine prevent you from inadvertently stressing the squeezer. Much has been said about how easy it is to clean as well. It
is very easy to disassemble and there are only 4 parts here that need to be washed regularly. Some of these parts can even be cleaned in the dishwasher, and your purchase also includes a cleaning brush. Other juicers may have cleaning problems, such as having the pulp attached to some corners and
crevices, or having to remove pulp debris from the screen. But you won't have these problems with the 800JEXL. Place a bag in the pulp container and the cleaning is even simpler. Many longtime users have reported that this is a durable machine. It works reliably day after day and does so for several
years. In addition, almost everyone is satisfied with its performance, and the vast majority of users commented that the 800JEXL is worth every penny of the cost. But that doesn't change the fact that it's too expensive. Not everyone can afford it. Also, if you're used to a chewer squeezer, then the high rpm
speeds can shake you with the noise it produces. This is normal for centrifugal squeezers like this. You are, after all, cutting fruits and vegetables with spinning metal knives at incredible speeds. So some noise is inevitable, and some have said that the noise is not as disturbing and ointest as what you get
from other models. Check out the video below to see juicer in action! How does the Breville 800JEXL compared? Breville 800JEXL vs. JE98XL The JE98XL was a commercial success, so Breville simply adjusted for additional improvements. He has similar characteristics and dimensions, with
Differences. The 800JEXL is more expensive, but works much better in a commercial environment with its most powerful engine (1000 watts compared to 850). The 800JEXL also looks much better and is much more durable, as the plastic parts of the JE98XL have been replaced by hard metals. The
titanium cutting disc on the 800JEXL performs better than the stainless version of the JE98XL. It has a larger pulp container also in 3.2 liters compared to the 2.6 liters of the JE98XL. Breville 800JEXL vs. BJE510XL The 800JEXL has more power (1000 watts) than the BJE510X (900 watts). The
800JEXL's hard metal metal construction is also more impressive than the BJE510X's stainless steel body. On the other hand, the BJE510X is more affordable. It also offers 5 speeds on its juicing system, while the 800JEXL is limited to only 2 (high and low) speeds. Breville 800JEXL vs. BJE820XL Here,
the main difference is just the number of speeds available. The 800JEXL offers only two speeds, with the slow 6,500 rpm and the fast 13,000 rpm. But the BJE820XL offers an additional 3 speeds between fast and slow configurations, with rpm speeds of 8100, 9700 and 11300. And you can easily tell at
what speed the device is operating with the speed backlight lights. Everything else is the same, including the cast metal construction. That's why the BJE820XL is actually more expensive. Breville 800JEXL vs. BJS600XL Both are high quality Breville squeezers, but meet 2 very different needs. The
800JEXL is a centrifugal squeezer, while the BJS600XL is a chewer mixer designed to combine with Omega squeezers like the J8006. So while the 800JEXL can operate at a speed of 13,000 rpm, the BJS600XL offers a more relaxed speed of 80 rpm that ensures you don't have any oxidation. There are
several crucial design differences as well. The BJS600XL uses many plastic parts, but the 800JEXL has replaced those with stainless steel enhancements. And the 800JEXL also has a much wider feed tube. Breville 800JEXL vs. Omega J8006 These are two very different machines, since the 800JEXL is
a centrifugal machine, while the J8006 is a chewer squeezer. So you can only go for the J8006 (or the larger NC800) if you don't mind the characteristically slow operation of a chewer squeezer. While the 800JEXL can go as fast as 13,000 rpm with its 1,000 watt engine, the J8006's 150-watt engine can
only offer 80 rpm. Even the slow configuration of the 6,500 rpm 800JEXL is extremely faster. Still, there are several advantages to the J8006 because as a chewer squeezer it is much more versatile. You can use it in ways that you cannot use with the 800JEXL. You can use frozen foods, extrude pasta
and grind coffee. You Prepare some soy milk, come with nut butter, and also make baby food. Breville 800JEXL vs. Omega VRT350 A direct comparison between 2 squeezers can really highlight how good the 800JEXL really is. A chewer like the VRT350 is supposed to squeeze more juice from
vegetables and fruits compared to a centrifugal juicer like the 800JEXL. But Breville is so efficient at extracting juice that the difference in the amount of juice they produce is minimal. In most other areas, the 800JEXL is clearly superior. It extracts juice very quickly because its operating speed is 6500 or
13000 rpm. Compared to these speeds, the operating speed of 80 rpm of the VRT350 is virtually glacial. That's not the only factor that slows down juice preparation either. Your mouth is narrow compared to the aperture on the 800JEXL, so you'll first have to cut your fruits and vegetables into smaller
pieces to make them fit. The juice flow channel on the VRT350 can also clog more easily. Where can I get spare parts like the Breville 800JEXL filter basket? You can always get the spare parts on the Breville website, although the 800JEXL is quite reliable and you will probably need a new cellulose
container from time to time. You may as well buy many cellulose containers at once. Or you can be sensible and line the pulp container with a bag of products instead. You can try to take advantage of the free shipping as well. Also, you can simply replace things immediately if the unlikely happens and
something needs a replacement. The particular filter basket (called Nutridisk) can be found on both breville and Amazon.com: Click here to buy it brevilleusa.com Click here to check Amazon for a filter basket What is the best price for the Breville 800JEXL and where can I buy it? On breville's official
website, you can get the Breville 800JEXL juice extractor from 1000 watts for $300. Now you can find some other online sellers who will sell it to you for a discount, although you will have to google these sellers and hope that they don't run out of stock when they sell for less. These are sites like Amazon
and eBay, where they can also offer refurbished or second-hand Breville 800JEXL. This should further reduce the price, although you may no longer have warranty coverage. Just make sure you buy into a reputable e-commerce site like Amazon. And don't forget to take into account shipping and handling
costs when you shop on another site. If you want to buy from Amazon, just remember to check your listing on any given day, as prices change very often. Breville 800JEXL Juice Fountain Elite Centrifugal Juicer, Brushed Stainless Steel. On breville's official website, you get free shipping. It doesn't make
much sense if the shipping fee is higher than the supposed discount on another site. Verdict: This Is it for you? If you're in a hurry to get your juice in the morning, then a centrifugal juicer like the Breville 800JEXL is for This is a great choice when it comes to high speed squeezers, with their easy use and
cleanliness and effective results. It is also built to last (even if it has only a 1 year warranty). On the other hand, if you want to make sure you get the most nutrients from your healthy drinks, however, then a slow chewing squeezer like the Omega J8006 might be a better option. Option.
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